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Abstract: Design patterns are common solutions to existing issues in software engineering. In recent
decades, design patterns have been researched intensively because they increase the quality factors
of software systems such as flexibility, maintainability, and reusability. Design pattern detection
refers to the determination of the symmetry between a code fragment and the definition of a design
pattern. One of the major challenges in design pattern detection is how to obtain accurate information
about the design patterns used in the software system due to the existence of different design pattern
variants. Increasing the number of design pattern variants covered by a detection method is one of
the main factors that increase its accuracy. In this paper, a step toward solving this challenge was
taken by proposing a new feature-based method that builds on concrete definitions of existing design
pattern variants and supports the definition and detection of new variants. In this proposed method,
the needed features are extracted from the signatures of the design patterns. This method was applied
to the 23 Gang of Four (GoF) design patterns and evaluated using four open-source Java projects.
Afterward, it was compared with some previous methods using automatically generated testbeds.
The experimental results demonstrated that the proposed method has better performance in terms of
precision and recall compared to the other methods.

Keywords: design pattern variants; feature-based pattern detection; design patterns’ signature
analysis; reverse engineering; software quality

1. Introduction

Designing reusable object-oriented (OO) software systems is not a straightforward
process. The designed system should be symmetric to the problem and generalizable to
similar problems at the same time. Design patterns represent general solutions that are
symmetric to specific problems in certain contexts. Since the effectiveness of these solutions
has been proven, their use has increased the speed of the system development process [1].
To ease the implementation of design patterns, they have been informally defined by means
of classes and relations between them using a modeling language such as the unified
modeling language (UML).

The appropriate use of design patterns can have a positive impact on many quality
factors of a software system [2–4], and developers tend to use design patterns to build
more flexible software systems [5]. Moreover, design patterns increase the reusability of the
software system [6] and increase its maintainability by providing developers with essential
information about the underlying structure of the system [7]. Therefore, design pattern
detection is important to maintain and modify systems with inadequate documentation.

One of the major challenges in design pattern detection is to accurately identify the
symmetry between the definition of a design pattern and the design pattern instances in
software systems. By considering more variants, detection methods become more capable
of determining the symmetry between the design pattern instances that particularly apply
to these variants and the design pattern definition. Therefore, increasing the number of
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design pattern variants covered by a detection method plays an important role in increasing
its accuracy [8–11].

Thus far, several detection methods with different approaches have been claimed to
be successful in detecting design pattern variants [3,9,12,13]. However, to the best of the
authors’ knowledge, none of these methods have provided detailed information about
the variants covered or detected. Such information is essential to understand important
aspects of the variant handling process of the detection method. Later, in Section 5, some
examples of design pattern variants that failed to be detected by existing detection methods
are illustrated.

In this paper, a solution to address the abovementioned problem is proposed, which
is referred to as Ex-DPDFE (Extended Design Pattern Detection based on Feature Extrac-
tion) and which builds on the concrete definitions of the existing design pattern variants.
Although several variants of the GoF (Gang of Four (Gamma, Helm, Johnson, and Vlis-
sides)) [1] design patterns have been discussed in the literature [14–17], the catalog of
Rasool et al. [18] was considered in this research since it is the only catalog of the variants
of the GoF design patterns proposed thus far.

Ex-DPDFE consists of two main phases: the feature-based design pattern definition
phase and the design pattern detection phase. During the first phase, a set of structural
and behavioral features that represent the main roles of a design pattern are extracted from
its signature. After that, the extracted features are organized in a structured textual form
and added to a vocabulary of reusable features that represent design patterns. The design
pattern variants are considered in this phase as well. During the second phase, the detection
process tries to determine the symmetry between a code fragment of the input system and
the design pattern textual definition obtained during the first phase. To accomplish this,
the detection process starts by analyzing the feature-based textual definition of the design
pattern. Then, it looks for classes that satisfy the features that define a specific role in the
source code of the input system. Finally, the relations between the candidate role classes
are validated based on the signature of the design pattern, and only role classes that are
related using the specified relations are considered as an instance of that pattern.

Ex-DPDFE uses structural and static behavioral analysis to detect design patterns.
Moreover, Ex-DPDFE reduces the number of false negative instances and achieves high
accuracy by considering the different variants of the design pattern in the process of the
feature-based design pattern definition. Thus, the features are specified appropriately to
distinguish the design patterns and cover their variants.

Ex-DPDFE detects the design patterns using a new set of features that is extracted
from the signatures of the design patterns, and it can detect more design pattern variants
than other detection methods since these variants are considered in the feature extraction
process. Therefore, Ex-DPDFE is important because it takes a step toward increasing the
accuracy of the design pattern detection methods. Moreover, it tries to address some of
the most important challenges faced by the feature-based methods proposed thus far. The
considered challenges include choosing the appropriate set of features that define a specific
design pattern and determining the proper threshold values for the considered features.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• A new set of features is proposed that is based on the signatures of the design patterns.
By using these features, we try to take a step toward solving some of the problems
faced by the feature-based detection methods proposed thus far.

• A new design pattern detection method is proposed that builds on concrete definitions
of the design pattern variants.

• The proposed method can detect more design pattern variants than other methods
with acceptable accuracy.

Since the proposed method belongs to the feature-based approach, it preserves the
main advantages of the methods within this category, such as their low complexity, pat-
tern independence, and distinction ability. On the other hand, the proposed method
increases the accuracy of the feature-based methods by using an extended feature set,
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which is extracted from the signatures of the design patterns; this method obtains more
accurate detection results than other methods with different approaches by considering
more variants.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a literature
review of related works, and Ex-DPDFE is explained in Section 3. In Section 4, the imple-
mentation of Ex-DPDFE is discussed. In Section 5, Ex-DPDFE is evaluated and the obtained
results are compared to other previous methods. Threats to the validity are explained in
Section 6. Finally, the conclusion and future work directions are presented in Section 7.

2. Related Work

In recent decades, many design pattern detection methods have been proposed. The
main purpose of these methods is to identify a symmetry between the design patterns and
their instances in software systems. In the following, the previous methods are highlighted
and the proposed method is compared to those previous ones.

2.1. Detection Approaches

Detection methods can differ based on their analysis type, detection process, input
type, and detection results. However, they are generally divided into two main categories
based on their analysis type [9]: structural and behavioral, as illustrated in Figure 1. Struc-
tural analysis methods detect the design patterns based on their structural characteristics,
such as class hierarchies, associations, and modifiers of methods and classes, whereas
behavioral methods consider the behavior of the system by using static and dynamic
techniques. While the static analysis techniques depend on studying the source code of the
system to determine its behavioral characteristics, such as method calls and delegations, the
dynamic analysis techniques consider the runtime behavior of the system. Behavioral anal-
ysis is essential to distinguish the patterns that expose similar structural characteristics [11].
In addition, semantic analysis, which focuses on meanings, can be used to complement the
structural and behavioral analysis and improve the detection results. It is worth mentioning
here that a detection method can use one or more analysis types.
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In addition to the above, detection methods are classified into nine main categories based
on their detection process [9,19,20]. In the following, these categories are summarized.

Design pattern detection using structural analysis: This approach depends on trans-
forming both the system under study and the design patterns into intermediate structures
such as graphs and matrices. After that, the detection algorithm looks within the system
structure for structures that represent specific design patterns [9,13,21–29]. Methods that
depend on structural analysis have high accuracy [10,11]. On the other hand, these methods
cannot distinguish design patterns with similar structures [9,22]. For this reason, using
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behavioral analysis along with structural analysis increases the accuracy of the detection
results [7,30–34].

Design pattern detection using database queries: In the query-based approach, the
source code of the input system is transformed into an intermediate structure such as AST,
ASG, UML, and XMI. After that, database queries are applied to the intermediate structure
to extract the information needed to detect the design patterns [35–41]. The accuracy of
these methods depends on the used database and the information represented by the
intermediate structure [9–11].

Parsing-based approach: In this approach, the source code of the system under study
is transformed into scalable vector graphics (SVG). On the other hand, design patterns are
represented using a visual language. The visual representation of the design patterns is
parsed and mapped to the representation of the system [42–45]. Generally, parsing-based
methods demonstrate good detection results, but they cannot detect behavioral design
patterns [11,32].

Reasoning-based approach: This approach contains two sub-categories: fuzzy rea-
soning and logical reasoning. In the fuzzy reasoning methods, the design patterns are
represented using fuzzy-reasoning nets that represent the conditions that must be satisfied
by a micro-architecture to be considered as a design pattern [8]. These methods usually
demonstrate low precision [9]. Meanwhile, in the logical reasoning methods, detection
conditions are represented, and design patterns are detected considering these condi-
tions [46–48]. These methods are mostly incapable of detecting the design pattern instances
that are slightly different from the specified conditions.

Constraint satisfaction approach: This approach considers the detection problem as
a constraint satisfaction problem. For this purpose, the design patterns are represented
as constraint systems in which a variable represents a role of a design pattern, and the
constraints between these variables represent the relations between their corresponding
roles [49–51]. Commonly, these methods demonstrate high recall and low precision, and
they show high complexity [9,11].

Formal approach: In this approach, mathematical-based and logical-based techniques
are used [52–55]. This approach is not necessarily more accurate than other approaches. At
the same time, it has high complexity and it is only capable of detecting design patterns
with a specific number of roles in most cases [9].

Feature-based approach: The feature-based approach depends on defining a set of
features such as DIT (Depth of the Inheritance Tree), LCOM (Lack of Cohesion in Methods),
the number of associations, and the types of attributes. After that, the values of these
features are calculated for the classes of the input system and compared with the definitions
of the design patterns [56–62]. Feature-based methods have low computational complex-
ity [10,22], but the methods proposed within this category thus far have only considered
general OO features to detect the design patterns, except for the method of [56]. For this
reason, the accuracy of their detection results is generally low [9,11,22].

Machine learning approach: Machine learning is a multi-disciplinary field that has
been recently used for design pattern detection [63]. Learning-based methods map the
design pattern detection problem to a learning problem. These methods use supervised and
unsupervised learning techniques to detect the design patterns [20,64–77]. The accuracy
of these methods depends on the training dataset. Furthermore, they can only detect the
design pattern variants available in the training set [22].

Miscellaneous approaches: There are several approaches that cannot be categorized
under one of the categories mentioned above, such as data mining [78] and concept analy-
sis [12,79]. These approaches are used basically to improve the results of other approaches.

2.2. Variant Detection

Different design pattern detection methods have tried to address the problem of
design pattern variants. One of the recent works is the method proposed in [12], which
covers the design pattern variants by determining the necessity of the roles and their
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relations in the pattern’s structure. Therefore, all the design pattern instances that only
have the necessary roles and relations are considered as candidate instances. After that, the
candidate instances are verified manually, considering specific conditions. In another recent
method [2], the authors concentrated on the implementation variants of the design patterns.
They considered the structural, behavioral, and semantic characteristics of the design
patterns and applied static analysis and inference techniques in the detection process. In [9],
the authors addressed the variant problem by concentrating on the main body of a design
pattern, which is shared among its different variants. The method proposed in [73] uses
machine learning for design pattern detection and it can detect the design pattern variants
available in the training dataset. The authors of [80] used fine-grained rules to capture
the structural aspects of the design patterns; they detected the design pattern variants by
labeling specific rules as optional. A graph matching method to detect the design patterns
was proposed in [76]. This method addresses the variant problem by considering the
partial occurrences of the design patterns. In [15], a metamodel for formal design pattern
specification was proposed. This metamodel covers the design pattern variants by relaxing
the conditions on the design pattern elements and introducing terms such as Optional,
In case of, and Alternatives. SSA [13] represents the structural characteristics of the input
system using matrices and detects the implementation variants of the design patterns by
considering the transitive relations.

2.3. Concluding Remarks

By analyzing the existing detection methods of different approaches (please refer
to sqlab:A_detailed_comparison_between_Ex_DPDfe_and_other_detection_methods.pdf)
(accessed on 11 June 2022), it has been noticed that the detection methods that have tried to
address the variant problem thus far concentrate on a limited number of variants, more
specifically, structural variants. Moreover, these methods do not clarify the characteristics
of the variants considered and they have been evaluated using systems with certain types
of variants, which threatens their evaluation credibility.

In this research, a step forward to solve the above challenges was taken by proposing
a new feature-based method, which will be described in detail within the next sections.
The proposed method covers more design pattern variants compared to other methods by
considering both structural and behavioral characteristics of these variants. In addition,
it is based on the concrete definitions of the existing variants and supports new variants.
Finally, the proposed method was evaluated using software systems with different variants
and compared to other existing methods.

This method employs features because they facilitate the automation of the detection
process, and they can capture both structural and behavioral characteristics of the design
patterns with acceptable accuracy and computational complexity (please refer to sqlab:A_
detailed_comparison_between_Ex_DPDfe_and_other_detection_methods.pdf) (accessed
on 11 June 2022). Moreover, the proposed method tries to take a step toward improving
the feature-based methods proposed thus far by addressing some of the common issues
related to the features used to define the design patterns and their threshold values.

The idea of the proposed method is built on the method of Guéhéneuc [61], which
was chosen since it has shown more strengths and exposed fewer limitations compared to
other feature-based methods (please refer to sqlab:A_comparison_between_feature_based_
methods.pdf) (accessed on 11 June 2022).

The signatures used to detect the design patterns are one of the main factors that affect
the accuracy of the detection results. Therefore, several design pattern signatures have been
proposed in the literature [8,55,61,81–84]. However, in most cases, these signatures do not
cover the design pattern variants. To address this problem, the structural and behavioral
signatures proposed in [9] were applied in the proposed method since they demonstrate
higher accuracy in comparison with other signatures and allow us to cover more design
pattern variants.

sqlab:A_detailed_comparison_between_Ex_DPDfe_and_other_detection_methods.pdf
sqlab:A_detailed_comparison_between_Ex_DPDfe_and_other_detection_methods.pdf
sqlab:A_detailed_comparison_between_Ex_DPDfe_and_other_detection_methods.pdf
sqlab:A_comparison_between_feature_based_methods.pdf
sqlab:A_comparison_between_feature_based_methods.pdf
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3. Ex-DPDFE

Ex-DPDFE contains two main phases: the feature-based design pattern definition
phase and the design pattern detection phase, as shown in Figure 2. These two phases are
explained here using the Adapter design pattern (the Object Adapter) as a running example.
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Figure 2. The main phases of Ex-DPDFE.

3.1. The First Phase: Feature-Based Design Pattern Definition

In this phase, each design pattern is represented using a structured textual form that
contains a set of roles that satisfy specific features. To cover all the GoF categories of design
patterns (creational, structural, and behavioral), two types of features are deployed: struc-
tural and behavioral. Structural features refer to the features that can be extracted from the
structural signature (main body) of a design pattern and include features such as the class
abstraction level, inheritance, and association. Meanwhile, behavioral features describe
the features that are extracted from the behavioral signature of the design pattern. Some
examples of behavioral features include method call, delegation, and method return type.

This phase consists of two steps that are carried out manually, as shown in Figure 3.
These two steps are described as the following.
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3.1.1. The First Step: Improving the Signatures of the Design Patterns

The signature of each design pattern is defined based on the design pattern definitions
proposed in [1]. The signature definition process is usually carried out manually [8,9,55,81–84].
Here, the signatures proposed in [9] were considered because they facilitate the detection of
the design pattern variants by concentrating on the main body and behavioral characteristics
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of the design patterns. Additionally, these signatures were partially improved to cover the
23 GoF design patterns since only 11 design patterns were considered in [9].

According to [9], the signature of a design pattern consists of two parts: structural
and behavioral. The main body of the design pattern, which represents its structural
signature, consists of its main roles. The behavioral signature describes the relations
between these roles. Hence, the structural signatures are defined based on the class
diagrams of the design patterns, whereas the behavioral signatures are extracted from
their sequence diagrams. Figure 4 demonstrates the structural signature (main body)
of the Adapter design pattern, and Figure 5 represents its behavioral signature. The
signatures of some of the most commonly used GoF design patterns are illustrated in
Appendix A; the signatures of the remaining GoF design patterns are available online at
sqlab:The-signatures-of-some-GoF-patterns.pdf (accessed on 11 June 2022).
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Figure 5. The behavioral signature of the Object Adapter design pattern.

3.1.2. The Second Step: Feature Extraction

In this step, features are extracted considering the OO features that have been widely
used in the literature [85], the signatures defined in the previous step, and the variants
proposed in [18].

By analyzing the feature-based methods proposed thus far, it was noticed that adopting
features with fixed ranges of values that are determined using specific systems is one of the
most significant limitations of these methods. The determined values affect the accuracy
of these methods when applied to new systems [57]. Furthermore, the relations between
the OO features used thus far and the design patterns have been obtained based on
specific software systems [86]. These systems take advantage of the characteristics of the
programming languages used for their implementation. For example, some programming
languages, such as Java and C++, provide a method for cloning objects, which can be used
for implementing the Prototype design pattern. In contrast, other programming languages
do not provide such a method. As a result, there is no guarantee that the generalization
of the obtained relations to other systems with different programming languages would
generate similar detection results [87]. Moreover, selecting the appropriate set of features
that represent a design pattern accurately is an open issue [86].

Considering the information mentioned above, the main advantage of Ex-DPDFE over
other detection methods, especially these feature-based methods, lies in exploiting the
signature of the design pattern to extract the needed features based on the general OO
features. Therefore, the extraction of new features eliminates the need for comparing

sqlab:The-signatures-of-some-GoF-patterns.pdf
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the calculated values with fixed thresholds, which compromises the accuracy of feature-
based methods, as discussed earlier. For example, instead of identifying the Adapter
design pattern by measuring features such as Coupling Between Object classes (CBO) and
comparing its value with a predefined threshold, which is how the feature-based methods
commonly identify the Adapter [20,56,61,69,71], Ex-DPDFE studies the existence of a more
specific feature, namely, method call to an associated class by an overriding method. Moreover,
the relations between the new features and the design patterns are clear and independent
of the software system because, unlike the OO features that are commonly used to describe
OO software systems, these features are pattern oriented. Adopting such features provides
a step toward increasing the accuracy of the feature-based methods while preserving their
main advantages, such as time efficiency. Moreover, the proposed features enable the
detection of the different categories of design patterns since they are based on the structural
and behavioral aspects specified in the signatures of these patterns.

On the other hand, the defined features cover as many design pattern variants as
possible since they are considered in the feature extraction process. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge, the catalog of Rasool et al. [18] is the only catalog on the design
patterns’ variants proposed thus far in which a total of 107 variants of the 23 GoF design
patterns has been presented. For this reason, the variants proposed in [18] were considered
for conducting this research. It is notable that compound patterns were out of the scope of
this research. Moreover, some variants differ significantly in their structural and behavioral
characteristics from the basic form of the design pattern. For these reasons, a total of
58 variants of those specified in [18] can be detected thus far using Ex-DPDFE. The remaining
variants can be detected independently after defining the appropriate features.

The extracted features are then organized in a structured textual form that represents
a design pattern. Using this form to represent the design patterns is another advantage of
Ex-DPDFE since it enables the developers to define new design patterns other than those
considered in this research and to apply Ex-DPDFE to them regardless of their implementa-
tion aspects.

Considering the main body of the Adapter design pattern shown in Figure 4, it has
been noticed that the Adapter class inherits from the Target class. Thus, being a subclass
is the first feature that defines the Adapter role (FAR11) (the first Feature of the Adapter’s
Role1). In addition, the Adapter class is associated with the Adaptee class. As a result,
having a one-to-one association to another class is the second feature that defines the Adapter
role (FAR12). No more structural features can be extracted from the structural signature of
the Adapter design pattern to define the Adapter role. Therefore, studying its behavioral
signature is required to define its behavioral features. Considering the behavioral signature
of the Adapter design pattern shown in Figure 5, two features have been defined: overriding
a method of its superclass and calling a method of an associated class. The latest two features
have been merged to achieve a more accurate definition, which reduces the number of
false positive instances. Therefore, the third feature that defines the Adapter is having
a method call to an associated class by an overriding method (FAR13). A similar analysis is
performed to extract the features that define the remaining roles. The extracted features do
not require any additional modifications since they cover one of the variants of the Adapter
design pattern (the Pluggable Adapter) [18]. The other variant (the Two-Ways Adapter) is
related to the Class Adapter, which is analyzed independently. Figure 6c shows the resulting
feature-based textual definition of the Adapter design pattern. The proposed feature-based
textual definitions of some of the most commonly used GoF design patterns are shown in
Appendix B; the feature-based textual definitions of the 23 GoF design patterns are available
online at sqlab:The-definitions-of-GoF-design-patterns.zip (accessed on 11 June 2022).
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Figure 6. Extracting the features that represent the Object Adapter design pattern from its signature:
(a) the structural signature of the Object Adapter; (b) the behavioral signature of the Object Adapter;
(c) the feature-based textual definition of the Object Adapter.

Newly defined features are then compared with those previously defined to avoid
redundancy. Furthermore, in this step, any feature with two different names is corrected,
and any two features with the same name are recognized. After that, the new features are
added to a vocabulary of reusable features that define the design patterns. The proposed
features consist of one or more of the structural and behavioral OO features summarized in
Table 1. Moreover, the basic OO features used to identify some of the most commonly used
design patterns are presented in Table 2.

On the other hand, Figure 7 depicts the extracted features that define the different
cases of association for the design patterns that use association in their structures and how
these features differ to provide an accurate representation for each design pattern. Similarly,
Figure 8 illustrates the extracted features that define the different cases of method call.
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Table 1. The basic OO features used for defining the new features.

Feature Name

Characteristics
Explanation Used Values Type

Class abstraction level

Refers to the type of a
class (interface,
abstract, or concrete
class)

• Interface (abstract class)
• Subclass
• Superclass
• Not superclass

Structural

Constructor visibility

Refers to the
accessibility of the
constructor of a class
(private, protected, or
public)

• No public constructor

Method visibility

Refers to the
accessibility of a
method (private,
protected, or public)

• Public method

Method modifier

Refers to the modifiers
of a method (static,
final, synchronized, or
abstract)

• Static method

Inheritance
Refers to a class that
exists within an
inheritance hierarchy

• Superclass
• Subclass
• Inheritance
• Implementation

Association
Refers to a class that
has a reference to
another class

• (One to one/one to many)
association (to/from)

Overriding

Refers to a method that
overrides (implements)
a method of its
superclass

• Overriding (implementing)
• Overridden (implemented)

Method return type

Refers to a method
that returns an
instance of the same or
another class

• Returns a new instance of (the
same/another) class

• Returns a copy of the same class
• An instance returned from

Behavioral

Method call
Refers to a method that
calls a method of the
same or another class

• Method call to
• Called method from

Dependency

Refers to a class that
has a method with a
parameter of the type
of another class

• Dependency (to/from)

Delegation
Refers to a method
that delegates to
another method

• Delegation (with loop)
(to/from)

Composition
Refers to an object that
only exists within
another object

• Constructor with a parameter of
the type of another class
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Table 2. The basic OO features used for defining some design patterns.

Feature Name

Design Pattern
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Class abstraction level X × X X X X X X × X X
Constructor visibility × X × × × × × × × × ×

Method modifier × X × × × × × × × × ×
Method return type X X × × × × × × × × ×

Method call × × X X X X X X X X X
Inheritance × × × X × X × × × × ×

Dependency × × × × × X × × × × ×
Association × × X X × X X X X X X
Overriding X × X × × × X X × X ×
Delegation × × × × × × × X × × ×

Composition × × × × × × × × × X ×

Although these features are used to define the GoF design patterns, including their
variants, they can be used by the design pattern developers to define other design patterns.
Feature reusability refers to the use of different combinations of features to properly define
different design patterns, which does not threaten the accuracy of these features when
extended to new design patterns. However, for some design patterns, it may be required to
define new features using the illustrated definition process. It is remarkable that the results
of the detection process depend on the accuracy of the signatures and the features extracted
from them.

3.2. The Second Phase: Design Pattern Detection

The design pattern detection phase, which is depicted in Figure 9, focuses on the
determination of the symmetry between a code fragment of the input system and the
feature-based design pattern definition resulting from the previous phase. This phase
consists of the following steps:
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• Parsing the source code of the input system: To measure behavioral features, the
source code of the input system is parsed, and the needed characteristics are stored in
a database. Moreover, the different relations between the classes of the input system
are extracted and stored in the database. To be time-efficient, source code parsing is
performed only once for all the design patterns.

• Measuring the values of the specified features for the classes of the input system:
The feature-based textual definition file resulting from the definition phase is parsed,
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and the values of the specified features are measured for the classes of the input system.
Every class is associated with a flag in the database. This flag refers to the number
of features satisfied by its corresponding class for one role. This step is described in
detail in Section 4.

• Extracting the classes that satisfy all the features of a specific role: System classes
that satisfy all the features that define a role in the design pattern are considered as
candidate role classes.

• Finding related role classes: To eliminate possible false positive instances, only the
candidate role classes that are related by utilizing the relations specified in the signature
of the design pattern are considered as a design pattern instance.

Considering the Adapter design pattern example, the detection process starts from the
first role (the Adapter). It then modifies the flags of the system classes that satisfy one or
more of the defined features. Figure 10 represents a code fragment of the class DrawApplet
in JHotDraw v5.1 that is identified by Ex-DPDFE as an Adapter role. A field of the type
ToolButton, named fSelectedToolButton, is declared, which means that a one-to-one associ-
ation from DrawApplet to ToolButton exists. In addition, the method PaletteUserOver()
in DrawApplet, which overrides the method PaletteUserOver() in PaletteListener, calls the
method name() of the class ToolButton for the field fSelectedToolButton. As a result, this
class is considered as a candidate Adapter. In the same way, since the class ToolButton
satisfies the features defined for the Adaptee role, it is considered as a candidate Adaptee.
Because an association between these two classes exists, they form an instance of the
Adapter design pattern.
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role of the Adapter design pattern.

3.3. Implementation Cost

The first phase of Ex-DPDFE (the definition phase) was performed manually, as il-
lustrated in Section 3.1. A team of three master’s degree and Ph.D. degree students was
responsible for improving the signatures of the design patterns; the same team conducted
the feature extraction process. The complexity of this phase depends on the design pattern
under study and its variants. Some design patterns, such as the Singleton, are easier to dis-
tinguish and define than other design patterns that have similar structural and behavioral
characteristics, such as the Bridge and Builder design patterns. Furthermore, some design
patterns have a limited number of variants, while other patterns have more variants with
different characteristics. However, once design patterns are properly defined, the resulting
definitions can be used in the detection process for any input system without any further
human intervention.

The second phase of Ex-DPDFE (the detection phase) was completely automated by the
authors of this paper. The Java parser used in the first step of this phase was developed by
a team of master’s degree students for different purposes prior to conducting this research.
This parser was partially enhanced to fit the goal of this research. Parser enhancement
requires analyzing and understanding the existing code and designing and implementing
the additional functionality required. Moreover, some functionalities were removed to
reduce the parsing time. To conduct the second step of this phase, a text parser was
developed to analyze the textual definition files of the design patterns. Additionally, in this
step, the methods that measure the features specified in the definition files are implemented.
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Structural features, such as the class abstraction level, are easier to measure than behavioral
features, such as method call. After measuring feature values, the candidate role classes
can be easily determined, and their relations can be immediately identified based on the
information stored in the database.

4. Software Implementation

The second phase of Ex-DPDFE (the detection phase) is implemented in Java. In
this section, the developed software system is illustrated; after that, the computational
complexity of the developed system is discussed.

4.1. The Software System of Ex-DPDFE

The graphical user interface (GUI) of the developed software system is illustrated
in Figure 11. First, the user needs to specify the location of the Java files of the input
system; after that, the software system of Ex-DPDFE parses these files using a Java parser
developed using ANTLR 4.7. The parser is required for measuring the features that cannot
be measured using direct analysis of the input source code, such as delegation and method
call. The developed parser matches single statements in the input source code and stores
the extracted information in a database. The MySQL Workbench 8.0 was used to store and
retrieve this information using standard queries. The extracted information includes the
following:

• Class attributes (visibility, parent classes);
• Method attributes (type, visibility, parameter types, return type);
• Method calls (source and destination);
• The relations between classes (association, dependency, generalization, composition).
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Figure 11. The GUI of the developed software system.

It is notable that source code parsing is only required when the user desires to detect
the design patterns in a new software system for the first time. Once the characteristics
of the input system are stored in the database, they are accessible until the user enters a
different input system.
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It is worth mentioning here that the modified implementations of a design pattern
are considered. For example, when class A inherits from class B, and class B inherits
from class C, then class A inherits from class C. This case is depicted in Figure 12, which
shows an instance of the Decorator design pattern in JHotDraw v5.1. As can be noticed,
the class AbstractLocator has been added between the class Locator, which represents
the Component role of the Decorator design pattern, and the class OffsetLocator, which
represents the Decorator role.
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Next, the user needs to enter the location of the binary files of the input system and
choose a design pattern from the list of patterns. Here, the textual feature-based definition
file that represents the design pattern is parsed using a text file parser developed using
ANTLR 4.7. Then, the resulting Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) is walked using an ANTLR
listener, which is responsible for calling the appropriate methods that measure the specified
features. In this research, the Java reflection library was used for measuring structural
features, such as inheritance and constructor visibility. Nevertheless, behavioral features,
such as delegation and method call, are not supported by Java reflection. For this reason,
these features were measured using the information stored in the database. It is worth
mentioning here that all features can be measured using the information stored in the
database. However, this reduces the accuracy of the detection results since they become
entirely dependent on the quality of the parser. Moreover, increasing the number of
database queries reduces time efficiency.

It is notable that the binary files of the input system need to be generated in order
to apply Ex-DPDFE to it because Java reflection cannot be applied to Java files. For this
reason, a customized class loader was used to handle these binary files. Nonetheless, the
class loader cannot handle the classes of external online libraries. Therefore, the project’s
libraries must be locally accessible to enable the class loader to resolve class dependencies.

To identify the candidate role classes, the canonical name of every class of the input
system is stored in the database, along with a flag that indicates the number of features
satisfied by that class for a particular role. When a class satisfies a specified feature, its
associated flag value is incremented by 1; the classes that satisfy all the features that define
a particular role are considered as candidate role classes. Algorithm 1 clarifies the process
of extracting candidate role classes.
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Algorithm 1 Extraction of the candidate role classes
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It is worth mentioning here that some classes can satisfy the features that identify
different roles and participate in more than one instance of the same design pattern. For
this reason, the different relations between the candidate role classes, which are stored in
the database, are mapped to the signature of the design pattern under study, considering
all their possible combinations. The correct combinations that satisfy the relations specified
in the signature of the design pattern are outputted as instances of this design pattern.
After that, the classes that satisfy the specified features and do not participate in any
combination are eliminated. Finally, detection results are presented to the user without any
human intervention.

In the context of our running example (the Adapter design pattern), the ANTLR
listener walks the Abstract Syntax Tree that represents the textual definition file of the
Adapter design pattern. At this point, the initial flag values of all the classes of the input
system are 0. Afterward, the ANTLR listener calls the method responsible for measuring
the first feature ‘subclass’. This method uses Java reflection to identify subclasses and
increases the flag values of these classes by 1. Then, the ANTLR listener calls the method
responsible for measuring the second feature ‘one-to-one association to another class’, which
also uses Java reflection to identify the classes that satisfy this feature based on the types
of their fields and increases their flag values by 1. After that, the ANTLR listener calls
the method responsible for measuring the third feature ‘method call to another class by an
overriding method’. This method uses the information stored in the database to analyze the
methods of the system classes and increases the flag values of the classes that satisfy the
third feature by 1. Finally, system classes whose flag values are equal to 3 are considered
as candidate Adapter classes. Figure 13 illustrates the flag values of some JHotDraw v5.1
classes after measuring each feature of the Adapter role of the Adapter design pattern.
Moreover, Figure 14 shows some candidate Adapter classes, and Figure 15 demonstrates a
code fragment of the class DrawApplet in JHotDraw v5.1, which represents the Adapter
role of the Adapter design pattern.
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Figure 15. A code fragment of the class DrawApplet in JHotDraw v5.1, which clarifies the features
satisfied by the Adapter role of the Adapter design pattern.

After that, the candidate Adaptee classes are identified by applying the same previous
steps. Then, the detection process looks in the database for the candidate Adapter classes
that are associated with the candidate Adaptee classes using a one-to-one association. Such
classes are considered as an instance of the Adapter design pattern.

It is worth mentioning here that no special hardware elements were used in the im-
plementation of the developed software system. The source code of Ex-DPDFE is available
online at https://sqlab.um.ac.ir/images-/219/files/detection%20method.zip (accessed on
11 June 2022).

4.2. Computational Complexity

The computational complexity of the developed software system was calculated using
Microsoft Windows 10 with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5 2.20 GHz CPU and 8 GB memory. The
first step of the detection process (the parsing step) is the most time consuming since
the time required for parsing the source code of an input system depends on its size. To
avoid this step, the characteristics of the input systems used to conduct this research were
stored. Therefore, they can be immediately restored to the database when needed. The
computational complexity of this step is O(LOC).

In the second step (feature measurement), the time required to measure a feature
depends on its type. Measuring structural features, which is conducted using Java reflection,
is more straightforward than measuring behavioral features, which is conducted using
database queries. The number of required database queries, in turn, depends on the size of

https://sqlab.um.ac.ir/images-/219/files/detection%20method.zip
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the input system. Assuming that f is the total number of features used to define a design
pattern and n is the number of classes of the input system, the computational complexity of
this step is O(fn).

The third step (candidate role class extraction) is a simple step that is the least time
consuming, and it only requires one database query. The computational complexity of this
step is O(1).

Finally, the execution time of the fourth step (finding related roles) depends on the
number of candidate role classes (c) and the number of database queries required to
determine their relations (r). Therefore, the computational complexity of this step is O(cr).

5. Evaluation and Discussion

In this section, the efficiency of Ex-DPDFE is assessed and compared with some other
detection methods.

5.1. Research Questions

To address the goal of this study, we aimed to answer the following research ques-
tions (RQ):

RQ1: What is the accuracy of Ex-DPDFE in detecting design patterns?
RQ2: Can Ex-DPDFE detect more design pattern variants than other existing methods?
RQ3: How do design pattern variants affect the accuracy of detection methods?
While RQ1 concentrates on the accuracy of Ex-DPDFE, RQ2 and RQ3 compare the

accuracy of Ex-DPDFE with that of other methods, considering the effect of the number of
variants detected by a detection method on the quality of the detection results.

In the following subsection, we clarify the case studies used to respond to the above
research questions.

5.2. Case Studies

To answer RQ1, Ex-DPDFE was evaluated using four open-source Java projects, namely,
JRefactory v2.6.24, JHotDraw v5.1, JUnit v3.7, and QuickUML 2001. These projects have
been used to evaluate many design pattern detection methods, which makes it easier to
compare the results of Ex-DPDFE with those of the other methods. The characteristics of
these projects are illustrated in Table 3. Moreover, to respond to research questions RQ2
and RQ3, the Java testbeds generated by PDBGTGT [88], which is a benchmark developed
as a solution to the problem of the absence of a golden standard, were used. Furthermore,
the use of PDBGTGT enables a comprehensive and fair evaluation of the design pattern
detection methods and facilitates an accurate comparison between Ex-DPDFE and other
methods regarding variants’ detection.

Table 3. The characteristics of the open-source Java projects used to evaluate Ex-DPDFE.

Systems

Characteristics
Number of Classes Number of Methods KLOC

JRefactory v2.6.24 566 4609 93.1
JHotDraw v5.1 155 1334 13.5

JUnit v3.7 93 681 6.4
QuickUML 2001 217 1094 18.4

In PDBGTGT, testbeds with different levels of complexity that are composed of Java
source codes and their corresponding class diagrams are generated automatically using
graph theory. These codes are injected with different design patterns and their variants.
The types, numbers, and locations of the injected patterns are well defined and controlled.
The testbeds generated by PDBGTGT are only applicable to the detection methods that can
receive input in the form of a class diagram or a Java source code. To define new design
patterns in PDBGTGT, the developers provided a grammar that has an XML structure in
which a set of predefined tags is used to specify the role classes that participate in a design
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pattern and their relations. The definitions used to generate the design patterns are not
published publicly to preserve confidentiality. The generated testbeds were provided as
an input to the detection methods under study to measure their accuracy practically. In
this research, PDBGTGT was used to generate 11 design patterns and examine the ability of
different detection methods to detect their variants. These 11 design patterns were chosen
because they can be detected by all the methods under study.

The use of PDBGTGT to evaluate the detection methods provides several advantages:
(1) accurate values of recall can be obtained since the number of injected instances of a
design pattern is well defined; (2) the ability of each detection method to detect the variants
of a design pattern can be evaluated; and (3) different detection methods can be evaluated
under the same conditions, including the used testbeds, the considered design patterns,
and the calculated evaluation metrics (i.e., precision and recall).

To evaluate the investigated detection methods, 30 auto-generated testbeds were used;
the main characteristics of these testbeds are summarized in Table 4. The source codes of
the testbeds generated by PDBGTGT are available online at sqlab:SourceCodes_Generated_
by_PDBGTGT.zip (accessed on 11 June 2022).

Table 4. The main characteristics of the evaluation testbeds auto-generated using PDBGTGT.

Testbeds

Characteristics Number of Classes per
Project Average KLOC

Testbed1–Testbed10 200 9.87
Testbed11–Testbed20 300 14.89
Testbed21–Testbed30 400 19.65

To verify the scalability of Ex-DPDFE, it was applied to five open-source Java projects
of different sizes, namely, JHotDraw v5.2, JHotDraw v5.3, JUnit v2, JUnit v3, and JUnit
v3.8.1. The main characteristics of these projects are shown in Table 5. It is notable that the
design pattern instances available in these projects have not been documented. Therefore,
the recall of Ex-DPDFE cannot be calculated using these five projects.

Table 5. The characteristics of the open-source Java projects used to assess the scalability of Ex-DPDFE.

Systems

Characteristics
Number of Classes Number of Methods KLOC

JHotDraw v5.2 168 1460 14.7
JHotDraw v5.3 242 2316 24.8

JUnit v2 39 315 2.7
JUnit v3 116 841 7.2

JUnit v3.8.1 56 514 4.8

5.3. Method Selection

Ex-DPDFE was compared with DeMIMA [50], SSA [13], SparT [2], GTM [9], and
CA [31]. These methods were chosen since they all satisfy at least two of the following
conditions: (1) they have been used to evaluate many design pattern detection meth-
ods; (2) their detection results are available online; (3) they provide runnable tools or
online support for practical evaluation; and (4) they demonstrate accurate detection re-
sults in terms of precision and recall. One thing to mention is that the SparT group
link is not working at the moment, although it was accessible when this study was
conducted. However, the evaluation results of SparT are still available online at sqlab:
The_design_pattern_instances_detected_by_Ex_DPDfe_and_some_other.pdf (accessed on
11 June 2022). Additionally, since GTM is a semi-automated method in which a candidate
design pattern is validated manually by mapping its behavior to the proposed behavioral
signature, it cannot be evaluated using the considered benchmark. Therefore, we only
considered the evaluation results reported by its developers.

sqlab:SourceCodes_Generated_by_PDBGTGT.zip
sqlab:SourceCodes_Generated_by_PDBGTGT.zip
sqlab:The_design_pattern_instances_detected_by_Ex_DPDfe_and_some_other.pdf
sqlab:The_design_pattern_instances_detected_by_Ex_DPDfe_and_some_other.pdf
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5.4. Metrics

In this research, three widely adopted metrics (precision (P), recall (R), and F-measure)
were used to measure the accuracy of the evaluation results. These metrics are defined
as follows:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
, (1)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
, (2)

F-measure =
2× Precision× Recall

Precison + Recall
, (3)

where TP refers to the number of design pattern instances that are correctly detected, FP
refers to the number of design pattern instances that are incorrectly detected, and FN refers
to the number of design pattern instances that are incorrectly not detected [89,90]. Generally,
the use of these metrics to measure the accuracy of Ex-DPDFE allows a fair comparison
between the investigated detection methods.

To calculate the precision obtained from applying Ex-DPDFE to the open-source Java
projects, the design pattern instances detected by Ex-DPDFE were verified manually to
identify true positive instances. Moreover, to identify all the design pattern instances in the
projects under study and calculate the recall of Ex-DPDFE, the union of the true positive
instances detected by the investigated methods with the true positive instances detected by
Ex-DPDFE was considered as a golden standard after manual verification in addition to the
instances reported in the P-MART (http://www.ptidej.net/tools/designpatterns/index_
html#2 (accessed on 11 June 2022)) dataset. These verified instances are available online at
sqlab:The-gold-standard-of-Ex-DPDfe.pdf. Table 6 summarizes the number of the design
pattern instances identified in the used dataset, and Table 7 illustrates the design patterns
considered by the methods used to build the dataset.

Table 6. The number of the design pattern instances identified in the used dataset.

Design Patterns

Open-Source Projects
JRefactory v2.6.24 JHotDraw v5.1 JUnit v3.7

QuickUML
2001

Singleton 10 1 0 1
Adapter 40 26 7 10

Abstract Factory/Factory
Method 11 17 0 5

Template Method 18 8 3 5
Composite 0 1 1 1
Observer 6 5 3 8

State/Strategy 29 42 3 5
Decorator 0 4 1 1

Visitor 2 0 0 0
Prototype 0 2 0 1

Builder 0 0 0 0
Bridge 0 0 0 0
Facade 0 0 0 0

Flyweight 0 0 0 0
Proxy 11 1 0 6

Chain of Responsibility 0 0 0 0

http://www.ptidej.net/tools/designpatterns/index_html#2
http://www.ptidej.net/tools/designpatterns/index_html#2
sqlab:The-gold-standard-of-Ex-DPDfe.pdf
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Table 6. Cont.

Design Patterns

Open-Source Projects
JRefactory v2.6.24 JHotDraw v5.1 JUnit v3.7

QuickUML
2001

Command 7 14 0 0
Mediator 0 0 0 0
Iterator 0 0 0 0

Memento 0 0 0 0
Interpreter 0 0 0 0

Table 7. The design patterns considered by the methods used to build the dataset.

Design Patterns

Detection Methods
DeMIMA SSA SparT GTM CA Ex-DPDFE P-MART

Singleton X X X X X X X
Adapter X X X X X X X

Abstract Factory X X X X X X X
Factory Method X X X X X X X

Template Method X X X X X X X
Composite X X X X X X X
Observer X X X X X X X

State X X X X X X X
Strategy X X X X X X X

Decorator X X X X X X X
Visitor X X X X X X X

Prototype X X X × X X X
Builder × × X × X X X
Bridge × × X × X X X
Facade × × X × X X X

Flyweight × × X × X X X
Proxy × × X × X X X

Chain of Responsibility × × X × X X X
Command X X X × X X X
Mediator × × X × X X X
Iterator × × X × X X X

Memento × × X × X X X
Interpreter × × X × X X X

Similarly, precision and recall were calculated manually when applying Ex-DPDFE to
PDBGTGT using the information about the injected design patterns that was provided along
with the generated testbeds.

5.5. Results

The results are organized as follows. Table 8 summarizes the results of applying
Ex-DPDFE to the four open-source projects mentioned above, while Table 9 presents the
detection results of Ex-DPDFE in comparison with the other methods under study according
to the results reported by their developers. Detailed evaluation results are available at sqlab:
The_design_pattern_instances_detected_by_Ex_DPDfe.pdf (accessed on 11 June 2022).
Table 10 illustrates the results of evaluating Ex-DPDFE using 30 testbeds, automatically
generated using PDBGTGT, and Table 11 presents a comparison between Ex-DPDFE and the
other methods under study using the same testbeds. In these tables, the use of ‘0′ means
that no design pattern instances were correctly detected (TP = 0). Finally, Table 12 shows
the implementation cost of Ex-DPDFE, and Table 13 illustrates its time complexity.

sqlab:The_design_pattern_instances_detected_by_Ex_DPDfe.pdf
sqlab:The_design_pattern_instances_detected_by_Ex_DPDfe.pdf
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Table 8. The results of applying Ex-DPDFE to four open-source Java projects.

Design Patterns

Detection Results JHotDraw v5.1 JUnit v3.7 QuickUML 2001 JRefactory v2.6.24

TP FP P% F% TP FP P% F% TP FP P% F% TP FP P% F%

Singleton 1 0 100 100 0 0 100 100 1 0 100 100 10 0 100 100
Adapter 26 1 96.3 98 7 1 87.5 93 10 1 90.9 95 40 4 90.9 95

Abstract Factory/
Factory Method 17 2 89.5 94 0 0 100 100 5 0 100 100 11 1 91.7 96

Template Method 8 0 100 100 3 0 100 100 5 0 100 100 18 2 90 95
Composite 1 0 100 100 1 0 100 100 1 0 100 100 0 0 100 100
Observer 5 1 83.3 91 3 1 75 86 8 2 80 89 6 1 85.7 92

State/Strategy 42 2 95.5 98 3 0 100 100 5 2 71.4 83 29 4 87.9 94
Decorator 4 0 100 100 1 0 100 100 1 0 100 100 0 0 100 100

Visitor 0 0 100 100 0 0 100 100 0 0 100 100 2 0 100 100
Prototype 2 0 100 100 0 0 100 100 1 0 100 100 0 0 100 100

Builder 0 0 100 100 0 0 100 100 0 0 100 100 0 0 100 100
Bridge 0 0 100 100 0 0 100 100 0 0 100 100 0 0 100 100
Facade 0 0 100 100 0 0 100 100 0 0 100 100 0 0 100 100

Flyweight 0 0 100 100 0 0 100 100 0 0 100 100 0 0 100 100
Proxy 1 0 100 100 0 0 100 100 6 0 100 100 11 0 100 100

Chain of Responsibility 0 0 100 100 0 0 100 100 0 0 100 100 0 0 100 100
Command 14 2 87.5 93 0 0 100 100 0 0 100 100 7 3 70 82.4
Mediator 0 0 100 100 0 0 100 100 0 0 100 100 0 0 100 100
Iterator 0 0 100 100 0 0 100 100 0 0 100 100 0 0 100 100

Memento 0 0 100 100 0 0 100 100 0 0 100 100 0 0 100 100
Interpreter 0 0 100 100 0 0 100 100 0 0 100 100 0 0 100 100
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Table 9. The results of Ex-DPDFE in comparison with those reported by the developers of the other methods when applied to four open-source Java projects.

Design Patterns

Detection Results DeMIMA SSA SparT GTM CA Ex-DPDFE

P% R% F% P% R% F% P% R% F% P% R% F% P% R% F% P% R% F%

Singleton 78.6 100 88 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Adapter 9.95 100 18.1 100 100 100 85.8 83.2 84.5 100 100 100 100 100 100 91.4 100 95.5

Abstract Factory/
Factory Method

26.35/
0.75

100/
100

41.7/
1.5 100 63.9 78 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 95.3 100 97.6

Template Method 1.6 100 3.1 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 97.5 100 98.7
Composite 67.7 100 80.7 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Observer 25 100 40 100 100 100 93.8 100 96.8 100 100 100 100 50 66.7 81 100 89.5

State/Strategy 9.4 100 17.2 100 95.7 97.8 63.3 94.2 75.7 100 100 100 100 100 100 88.7 100 94
Decorator 51.9 100 68.3 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Visitor 87.5 100 93.3 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Prototype 75 100 85.7 100 100 100 100 100 100 - - - 100 100 100 100 100 100

Builder - - - - - - 100 100 100 - - - 100 100 100 100 100 100
Bridge - - - - - - 100 100 100 - - - 100 100 100 100 100 100
Facade - - - - - - 100 100 100 - - - 100 100 100 100 100 100

Flyweight - - - - - - 100 100 100 - - - 100 100 100 100 100 100
Proxy - - - - - - 95.8 97.7 96.7 - - - 100 100 100 100 100 100

Chain of Responsibility - - - - - - 100 100 100 - - - 100 100 100 100 100 100
Command 8.53 100 15.7 100 100 100 100 100 100 - - - 100 100 100 89.4 100 94.4
Mediator - - - - - - 100 100 100 - - - 100 100 100 100 100 100
Iterator - - - - - - 100 100 100 - - - 100 100 100 100 100 100

Memento - - - - - - 100 100 100 - - - 100 100 100 100 100 100
Interpreter - - - - - - 100 100 100 - - - 100 100 100 100 100 100
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Table 10. The results of applying Ex-DPDFE to 30 testbeds generated using the PDBGTGT benchmark.

Design Patterns

Detection Methods
DeMIMA SSA SparT GTM CA Ex-DPDFE

Singleton 87 87 0 100 100 100
Class Adapter 34 34 0 100 100 100

Object Adapter 42 42 0 100 100 100
Abstract Factory/
Factory Method

Variant F1 34 34 0 100 100 100
Variant F2 121 121 0 100 100 100

Template Method 48 48 0 100 100 100

Composite
Variant C1 39 39 0 100 100 100
Variant C2 42 42 0 100 100 100
Variant C3 33 33 0 100 100 100

Observer
Variant O1 41 41 0 100 100 100
Variant O2 38 38 0 100 100 100

State/Strategy 157 157 0 100 100 100
Decorator 40 40 0 100 100 100

Visitor 34 34 0 100 100 100

Table 11. The results of comparing Ex-DPDFE with other methods using the PDBGTGT benchmark.

Design Patterns

Detection Results DeMIMA SSA SparT CA Ex-DPDFE

P% R% F% P% R% F% P% R% F% P% R% F% P% R% F%

Singleton 100 53.8 70 100 100 100 100 100 100 56.7 78.3 65.8 100 100 100
Adapter 0 0 na 100 * 100 * 100 100 * 100 * 100 100 94.3 97 100 100 100

Abstract Factory/
Factory Method 9.9 24.4 14 100 21.9 36 0 0 na 89 19.8 32.4 100 100 100

Template
Method 0 0 na 0 0 na 0 0 na 0 0 na 100 100 100

Composite 0 0 na 100 34.2 51 100 71.1 83.1 72.3 24.3 36.4 100 100 100
Observer 0 0 na 100 48.1 65 100 48.1 65 21 30.2 24.8 100 100 100

State/Strategy 91.1 100 95.3 100 100 100 100 100 100 50.3 100 66.9 100 100 100
Decorator 0 0 na 100 100 100 100 100 100 27.7 22 24.5 100 100 100

Visitor 0 0 na 0 0 na 0 0 na 0 0 na 100 100 100
* Only Object Adapter.

Table 12. The implementation cost of Ex-DPDFE.

Step

Cost
Average Human Hours

The definition phase Signatures’ improvement 2 h per pattern
Feature extraction 2 h per pattern

The detection phase

Source code parsing 120 h
Features’ measurement 4 h per feature
Candidate Role classes’

extraction 1 h

Finding related role classes 1 h
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Table 13. The time complexity of Ex-DPDFE.

Step

Cost
Feature Type KLOC Time (s)

Source code parsing -

2.7 90
4.8 135
6.4 210
7.2 300
9.87 390
13.5 540
14.7 600

14.89 615
18.4 750

19.65 870
24.8 1130
93.1 2245

Features’ measure-
ment(features’

average)

Structural No major effect 0.03

Behavioral

2.7 0.05
4.8 0.09
6.4 0.11
7.2 0.14
9.87 0.17
13.5 0.21
14.7 0.23

14.89 0.24
18.4 0.29

19.65 0.32
24.8 0.37
93.1 0.63

Candidate Role
classes’ extraction No major effect No major effect 0.01

Finding related role
classes(patterns’

average)
No major effect

2.7 0.02
4.8 0.023
6.4 0.027
7.2 0.028
9.87 0.031
13.5 0.037
14.7 0.039

14.89 0.04
18.4 0.061

19.65 0.063
24.8 0.08
93.1 0.14

Since the State and Strategy design patterns share the same signature, they could not
be identified independently using Ex-DPDFE. Therefore, to distinguish between them, a
further study of the purpose of using the design patterns is needed. Similarly, since the
Abstract Factory design pattern contains a Factory Method in its Concrete Factory class that
creates and returns an instance of the Concrete Product class, these two design patterns
were identified together.

Ex-DPDFE demonstrated an average precision of 97% on the projects used to evaluate
its scalability, which are presented in Table 5. Detailed results are available online at
sqlab:The_precision_of_Ex_DPDfe.pdf (accessed on 11 June 2022).

In the following, we answer the research questions according to the obtained results.

5.5.1. RQ1: What Is the Accuracy of Ex-DPDFE in Detecting Design Patterns?

Considering Tables 8 and 9 and comparing the detected design pattern instances of
Ex-DPDFE with those of other methods, some cases in which the results did not match were
noticed. For instance, both SSA and SparT considered the class Iconkit in JHotDraw v5.1 as

sqlab:The_precision_of_Ex_DPDfe.pdf
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an instance of the Singleton design pattern even though it has a public constructor. This is
a good indication of the high accuracy of the signatures considered by Ex-DPDFE as well as
the extracted features. In addition, since Ex-DPDFE covers more variants, it identified the
classes AbstractFigure, CompositeFigure, and GroupFigure in JHotDraw v5.1, which are
depicted in Figure 16, as three independent instances of the Concrete Creator of the Factory
Method design pattern. In contrast, SSA and SparT only identified the AbstracFigure class.
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Figure 16. Some instances of the Factory Method design pattern in JHotDraw v5.1 that were not
detected by other methods.

Similarly, considering that GTM and SSA have not been evaluated using QuickUML
2001, it was noticed that neither DeMIMA nor SparT could detect the classes shown in
Figure 17 as instances of the Factory Method design pattern. These instances were only
detected by Ex-DPDFE.
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On the other hand, GTM only considers three types of relations between classes
(inheritance, aggregation, and association) in its first phase (the structural analysis phase).
The other types of relations, such as dependency and method call, which are essential to
distinguish design patterns with similar structures, are checked manually in its second
phase (the behavioral analysis phase). As a result, many false positive instances are left for
design pattern experts to exclude manually based on the proposed signatures. Moreover,
in certain cases, GTM mislabels some classes and, therefore, misses some design pattern
instances. Such a case is depicted in Figure 18, which shows an example of the Strategy
design pattern in JHotDraw v5.1. In this example, the class ConnectionFigure was not
labeled correctly by GTM. As a result, it was not recognized as a Concrete Strategy class; it
was only recognized as a Strategy class. For this reason, the class Figure was not detected
as a Strategy.
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Figure 18. An example of an instance of the Strategy design pattern in JHotDraw v5.1 that was not
detected by GTM.

It is notable that Ex-DPDFE was able to avoid false negatives by utilizing three strategies:

• Using the appropriate features that accurately define design patterns: The used
features are extracted from the signatures of design patterns. Therefore, these features
represent each design pattern properly.

• Considering both structural and behavioral characteristics of the design patterns
in the feature extraction process: The extracted features cover the different aspects of
the design patterns (structural and behavioral). Therefore, they enable us to detect the
design patterns of all categories (creational, structural, and behavioral).

• Considering the design pattern variants in the process of feature extraction and
covering as many variants as possible: By including the characteristics of the design
pattern variants within the extracted features, the instances that do not apply to the
standard form of a design pattern can be detected.

As a result of the above, all the instances of the design patterns were detected, and the
values of recall were equal to 100% for all the design patterns.

On the other hand, in some cases, an instance can satisfy all the features that define
a design pattern. Nonetheless, this instance may not satisfy the purpose of this pattern.
Therefore, a false positive instance will be detected by Ex-DPDFE. An example that clarifies
this case is depicted in Figure 19, which shows a code fragment of the class ChangeConnec-
tionHandle in JHotDraw v5.1. This class is a subclass of the class AbstractHandle and it is
associated with the class Figure by the field fTarget. Moreover, the method invokeStep(),
which is an overriding method, calls the method connectorVisibility() of the class Figure.
However, this class does not satisfy the purpose of the Adapter design pattern.
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The total number of false positive instances detected by Ex-DPDFE in the four open-
source Java projects used for evaluation was 30. On the other hand, the total number of
true positive instances was 316, as clarified in Table 8. Therefore, the average precision of
Ex-DPDFE was equal to 91.3. Appendix C illustrates some examples of true positive and
false positive instances (if any) of some design patterns detected in JHotDraw v5.1, with an
explanation of the main reasons for their detection. Furthermore, all the detected design
pattern instances are available at sqlab:The_design_pattern_instances_detected_by_Ex_
DPDfe.pdf (accessed on 11 June 2022). It is worth mentioning here that such false positive
instances were also detected by the other detection methods under study for similar reasons.
However, the number of false positive instances can be reduced in the future by considering
semantic analysis.

Since such a case was not encountered when evaluating Ex-DPDFE using PDBGTGT,
Ex-DPDFE reported accurate detection results, although this benchmark generates codes
containing more variants than other open-source projects. Nevertheless, obtaining lower
precision using the open-source Java projects does not threaten the validity of the results
obtained using PDBGTGT since it provides a fair comparison between detection methods
that is conducted under the same conditions.

Ex-DPDFE obtained relatively low precision for the Observer design pattern (81%)
when evaluated using the open-source projects since the total number of Observer design
pattern instances in these projects is low. Therefore, detecting a false instance results
in a rapid drop in precision. Moreover, the design patterns are detected based on their
structural and behavioral signatures. Therefore, Ex-DPDFE cannot distinguish between
design patterns with similar structural and behavioral characteristics, such as the State and
Strategy design patterns.

5.5.2. RQ2: Can Ex-DPDFE Detect More Design Pattern Variants than Some Other
Existing Methods?

Based on the evaluation results shown in Tables 9–11, it was noticed that both SSA
and SparT did not detect some common variants of some design patterns. DeMIMA, being
a constraint satisfaction method, could not detect most of the variants since these variants
were not considered in the constraint specification process. Moreover, CA was not able to
detect any of the injected variants.

Except for Ex-DPDFE, none of the other detection methods could detect the classes
FileSummary and PackageSummary in JRefactory v2.6.24 as instances of the Singleton
design pattern because the private static variables in these classes are of the HashMap type.
Unlike Ex-DPDFE, which considers all types of variables, the other methods only detect the
Singleton class when its private static variable represents a single object and not a list of
objects. This, in turn, demonstrates the wide variant coverage of Ex-DPDFE.

In addition to the above, after analyzing the variants injected within the codes gener-
ated by PDBGTGT, which are defined and reported, two variants were recognized for the
Observer design pattern. In the first variant (O1), the Observer class is a concrete class
that does not participate in any inheritance hierarchy, while in the second variant (O2), the
Observer class is an abstract class (interface) that exists within an inheritance hierarchy.
These two variants are illustrated in Figure 20. Both SSA and SparT were only able to detect
variant O2. In comparison, Ex-DPDFE could detect both O1 and O2, and DeMIMA could
not detect either of them.

sqlab:The_design_pattern_instances_detected_by_Ex_DPDfe.pdf
sqlab:The_design_pattern_instances_detected_by_Ex_DPDfe.pdf
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Figure 20. The variants of the Observer design pattern that were used in the codes generated by the
PDBGTGT benchmark: (a) Variant O1; (b) Variant O2.

Similarly, three variants were identified for the Composite design pattern, as illustrated
in Figure 21. In the first variant (C1), the Component class is abstract (interface), while
in the second variant (C2), both the Component and the Composite are concrete classes.
The third variant (C3) is called Reflexive connection between Leaf and Composite [18]. Both
SSA and SparT were able to detect C1. However, only SparT was able to detect C2. In
comparison, variant C3 was only detected by Ex-DPDFE after extracting the appropriate
features independently. It is worth mentioning here that the three Composite instances
detected in JHotDraw v5.1, Junit v3.7, and QuickUML 2001 were of C1 type.
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Figure 21. The variants of the Composite design pattern that were used in the codes generated by the
PDBGTGT benchmark: (a) Variant C1; (b) Variant C2; (c) Variant C3.

Moreover, two variants of the Factory Method design pattern were recognized, as
depicted in Figure 22. The first variant (F1) consists of four roles: Creator, Concrete Creator,
Product, and Concrete Product. In the second variant (F2), the Product class is eliminated.
Unlike Ex-DPDFE, which was able to detect both F1 and F2, SSA was only able to detect F1,
while SparT could not detect either case.

Furthermore, unlike Ex-DPDFE, in which both cases of the Adapter design pattern (the
Object Adapter and the Class Adapter) were considered, the remaining methods could only
detect the Object Adapter. Since none of the considered methods detected the Template
Method and Visitor design patterns in the generated codes, improving the used benchmark
is recommended.
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5.5.3. RQ3: How Do Design Pattern Variants Affect the Accuracy of Detection Methods?

By analyzing the design pattern instances detected in the four open-source projects
considering the variants proposed in [18], it can be concluded that the open-source Java
projects only include specific design pattern variants. The results of this analysis are shown
in Table 14, which illustrates the variants covered by Ex-DPDFE thus far and their use in
the projects under study. Based on these results, it can be noticed that the developers of a
software project tend to use similar elements to reduce the complexity of the project and
increase its maintainability and coherence. For example, the developers of JHotDraw v5.1
and QuickUML 2001 use the eager instantiation variant of the Singleton design pattern,
while the developers of JRefactory v2.6.24 use the lazy instantiation variant. Moreover,
developers focus on variants with low complexity rather than more complex variants.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the evaluation results obtained using these projects
are not deterministic and there is no guarantee that the evaluation of the same detection
methods using other projects would generate similar results.

Table 14. The variants considered by Ex-DPDFE thus far and their use in the four open-source Java
projects under study.

Design Patterns

Covered Variants
Variant Name Usage Project

Adapter Pluggable Adapters × -
Two-way Adapters × -

Composite

Composites of Composites X JH
1-N Relationship using arrays × -
1-N Relationship using hash

tables × -

Reference participant × -
Supplementary relationship × -
Association implementation × -

Decorator Omitting the abstract
Decorator class X JH
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Table 14. Cont.

Design Patterns

Covered Variants
Variant Name Usage Project

Abstract Factory/
Factory Method

Different Product types inside
Factory class X JH, JR

Default Product
implementation × -

Parameterized Factory
Method × -

One Concrete Creator for all × -
Single Concrete class for

Product selection without
Client

× -

Observer
Multiple instance Observer X JH, QUML
Compound implementation × -

Singleton

Eager instantiation X JH, QUML
Lazy instantiation (non-thread

safe) X JR

Lazy instantiation (thread
safe) × -

Lazy instantiation with
double lock mechanism X JR

Replaceable instance × -
SubClassed Singleton × -

Delegated construction X JR
Different placeholder × -

Limiton × -

State/Strategy

Statemaps × -
Three-level finite state

machine × -

Flexible Strategy pattern × -

Template method Enhanced Template design
pattern × -

Visitor

Visitor combinators × -
Distributed monitoring using

Visitor pattern × -

Extended Visitor pattern × -
Builder Nested Builder × -

Prototype Only has a basic form - -

Bridge

Cascading Bridge × -
Folded cascading Bridge × -

Partially folded cascading
Bridge × -

Architectural cascading
Bridge × -

Bi-directional cascading
Bridge × -

Façade
Encapsulating layered Facade × -

Wrapper Facade × -
Subsystem Facade × -

Flyweight
Constrainedly shared

Flyweight × -

Externalizing extrinsic State × -

Proxy Pipe and filter implementation × -
Dynamic Proxies × -

Chain of Responsibility
Handling strategy × -

Forwarding strategy × -
Bureaucracy pattern × -

Command Basic form only - -
Interpreter Only has a basic form - -
Mediator Traffic generator Mediator × -
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Table 14. Cont.

Design Patterns

Covered Variants
Variant Name Usage Project

Iterator

External Iterators × -
Static structure Iterators × -

Nested object Iterator × -
Single integral Iterator × -

Multiple integral Iterator × -
Magic cookie × -

External magic cookie Iterator × -
Internal Iterator × -

Memento HybridPrM × -
JH = JHotDraw v5.1; JR = JRefactory v2.6.24; JU = JUnit v3.7; QUML = QuickUML 2001.

Considering Tables 9 and 11, it is remarkable that the recall values obtained by eval-
uating the detection methods using the PDBGTGT benchmark were generally lower than
those obtained by evaluating them using the open-source Java projects. Furthermore, it
can be noted that, by covering more variants, Ex-DPDFE was able to achieve more accurate
detection results in comparison with the other detection methods.

It should be mentioned here that compound design patterns and variants that have
different structural and behavioral characteristics were not considered in this research. As
a result, a total of 58 variants could be detected using Ex-DPDFE. Detailed information
about the variants listed in Table 14 is available online at https://sqlab.um.ac.ir/images/
219/files/G.rasool%20design%20-pattern%20variants.zip (accessed on 11 June 2022). In
addition, the variants detected by Ex-DPDFE share the essential structural and behavioral
characteristics specified by the extracted features that define the design patterns.

6. Threats to Validity

Threats to internal validity refer to the factors that affect the results. In this paper, the
design patterns were defined based on their structural and behavioral features. However,
extracting a set of features that is shared among the different variants of a specific design
pattern is challenging. Moreover, considering the absence of full documentation of the
design pattern instances existing in the open-source software systems used for evaluation,
the reported variants are not deterministic and there may still be other undetected variants.
Furthermore, detection results can be affected by the quality of the parser and the informa-
tion stored in the database. This threat was alleviated by using the Java reflection library to
measure structural features. The information extracted by the Java parser was only used to
measure the behavioral features, which are not supported by the Java reflection library.

Threats to external validity refer to the ability to generalize the evaluation results. In
this paper, Ex-DPDFE was only applied to the GoF design patterns. Therefore, there is
no guarantee that the detection results obtained by applying it to other design patterns
with different structural and behavioral characteristics will be similar to those obtained by
its application to the GoF design patterns. This threat can be addressed in the future by
applying Ex-DPDFE to a wider variety of design patterns. Additionally, another threat to
external validity results from only considering input systems with the Java programming
language. Finally, it is worthwhile to apply Ex-DPDFE to input systems with other program-
ming languages. Since both Java functions and source code parsing were used to measure
the different features, the application of Ex-DPDFE to input systems with a different pro-
gramming language only requires using the appropriate parser in addition to modifying
features’ implementation appropriately. Moreover, we cannot claim that Ex-DPDFE gener-
ates similar results on software systems that are based on principles such as microservices
and distribution. Therefore, it is desirable to apply Ex-DPDFE to such systems.

https://sqlab.um.ac.ir/images/219/files/G.rasool%20design%20-pattern%20variants.zip
https://sqlab.um.ac.ir/images/219/files/G.rasool%20design%20-pattern%20variants.zip
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7. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, a new feature-based design pattern detection method, Ex-DPDFE, was
proposed. This method is composed of two phases. Within the first phase, the required
features are extracted from the signatures of the design patterns, and the variants of those
design patterns are considered in the feature extraction process. These features, in turn, are
then organized into a feature-based textual design pattern definition form and added to a
reusable vocabulary. In the second phase, the resulting design pattern definition is applied
to the input system to detect the design pattern instances.

Ex-DPDFE was applied to four open-source Java projects in addition to 30 auto-
generated testbeds injected with different design pattern variants. Ex-DPDFE demonstrated
high precision and recall because of its wide coverage of the design pattern variants. The
detected design pattern variants were analyzed and reported intensively.

As future work, it is intended to expand the reusable vocabulary and apply Ex-DPDFE
to other design patterns to assess its extendibility. Furthermore, it is intended to consider
semantic analysis to reduce the number of false positive instances and make it possible
to differentiate between the design patterns that share the same signature, such as the
Strategy and State design patterns. In addition, Ex-DPDFE can be improved by considering
input systems with other programming languages such as C and C++. Finally, it is planned
to apply Ex-DPDFE to similar contexts, such as systems that are based on microservices,
distributed systems, and cloud design patterns.
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Table A1. The definition of the Singleton design pattern.

Pattern Name: Singleton

Role1 name: Singleton

FSR11 Public static method

FSR12
Method returns an object of

the same class
FSR13 Non-public constructor

Table A2. The definition of the Class Adapter design pattern.

Pattern Name: Class Adapter

Role1 name: Adapter

FAR11 Inheritance
FAR12 Implementation

FAR13

Method call to its superclass
by a method that overrides

another class

Role2 name: Adaptee FAR21

Called method from its
subclass by a method that

overrides another class
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Table A3. The definition of the Observer design pattern.

Pattern Name: Observer

Role1 name: Subject
FOR11

One-to-many association to
another class

FOR12
Method call to an associated

class in loop

Role2 name: Observer
FOR21

One-to-many association
from another class

FOR22
Called method from an
associated class in loop

Table A4. The definition of the Strategy (State) design pattern.

Pattern Name: Strategy (State)

Role1 name: Context
FSR11

One-to-one association to an
interface

FSR12
Method call to an associated

interface

Role2 name: Strategy

FSR21 Interface

FSR22
One-to-one association from

another class

FSR23
Called method from an

associated class

Table A5. The definition of the Composite design pattern.

Pattern Name: Composite

Role1 name: Composite

FCR11 Subclass

FCR12
One-to-many association to

its superclass

FCR13

Delegation to its superclass
with loop by an overriding

method

Role2 name: Component

FCR21 Superclass

FCR22
One-to-many association

from its subclass

FCR23

Delegation from its subclass
with loop by an overriding

method

Table A6. The definition of the Abstract Factory (Factory Method) design pattern.

Pattern Name: Abstract Factory (Factory Method)

Role1 name: Concrete
Product FFR11

A new instance returned from
another class by an
overriding method

Role2 name: Concrete
Factory (Concrete Creator)

FFR21 Subclass
FFR22 Not interface

FFR23

Returns a new instance of
another class by an
overriding method
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Table A7. The definition of the Decorator design pattern.

Pattern Name: Decorator

Role1 name: Decorator

FDR11 Subclass

FDR12
One-to-one association to its

superclass

FDR13
Method call to its superclass

by an overriding method

Role2 name: Component

FDR21 Superclass

FDR22
Called method from its

subclass

FDR23
One-to-one association from

its subclass

Table A8. The definition of the Template Method design pattern.

Pattern Name: Template Method

Role1 name: Abstract Class
FTR11 Interface

FTR12
Method call to an overridden

method of the same class

Table A9. The definition of the Visitor design pattern.

Pattern Name: Visitor

Role1 name: Visitor

FVR11 Superclass

FVR12

Called method from another
class with an overriding

method that has a parameter
of the type of the caller

FVR13
One-to-one association from

another class

FVR14
Method with a parameter of

the type of another class

Role2 name: Element

FVR21 Superclass

FVR22
Method with a parameter of

the type of another class

FVR23

Method call to another class
with a parameter of the type

of the caller class

Role3 name: Concrete
Element

FVR31 Subclass

FVR32
Method with a parameter of

the type of another class

FVR33

Method call to another class
with a parameter of the type

of the caller class
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Appendix C. Some Examples of True Positive and False Positive Instances (If Any) of Some Design Patterns Detected in JHotDraw v5.1

Design Patterns

Instance Details
Detected Instance Instance Type The Reason of Detection

Singleton
Singleton:

CH.ifa.draw.util.Clipboard
TP

Singleton:
• Public static method: getClipboard().
• Method returns an object: getClipboard() returns a Clipboard.
• Nonpublic constructor: The class has a private constructor.

Template Method
Abstract Class:

CH.ifa.draw.standard.AbstractFigure
TP

Abstract Class:
• Interface: The class AbstractFigure is an abstract class.
• Method call to the same class: The method moveBy() of the class

AbstractFigure calls the methods willChange(), basicMoveBy (),
and changed() of the same class.

Observer
Subject: CH.ifa.draw.standard.StandardDrawing,

Observer:
CH.ifa.draw.framework.DrawingChangeListener

TP

Subject:
• One-to-many association to another class: The class Standard-

Drawing is associated with the class DrawingChangeListener
using the vector named fListeners.

• Method call to an associated class in loop: The class StandardDraw-
ing calls the drawingRequestUpdate() method of the class Drawing
Change Listener for every element in the vector fListeners.

Composite

Composite:
CH.ifa.draw.standard.CompositeFigure,

Component:
CH.ifa.draw.framework.Figure

TP

Composite:
• One-to-many association to its superclass: The class Compos-

iteFigure extends the class AbstractFigure, which, in turn, im-
plements the class Figure. Additionally, the class Compos-
iteFigure is associated with the class Figure using the vector
named fFigures.

• Delegation with loop to its superclass by an overriding method:
The method draw() of the class CompositeFigure overrides a
method of the class Figure. Additionally, this method delegates
to the method draw() in the class Figure with a loop.
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Design Patterns

Instance Details
Detected Instance Instance Type The Reason of Detection

Strategy (State)

Context:
CH.ifa.draw.applet.DrawApplet

Strategy:
CH.ifa.draw.framework.Drawing

TP

Strategy:
• Interface: The class is an interface.
• One-to-one association from another class: The class DrawAp-

plet is associated with the class Drawing using the field named
fDrawing.

• Called method from an associated class: The class DrawApplet
calls the release() method of the class Drawing for the field
fDrawing.

Context:
CH.ifa.draw.standard.DragTracker

Strategy:
CH.ifa.draw.framework.Figure

FP
These classes satisfy the features used to identify the
Strategy design pattern without meeting the goal of the pattern.

Decorator
Decorator: CH.ifa.draw.standard.DecoratorFigure,

Component:
CH.ifa.draw.framework.Figure

TP

Decorator:
• One-to-one association to its superclass: The class DecoratorFig-

ure extends the class AbstractFigure, which, in turn, implements
the class Figure. Additionally, the class DecoratorFigure is asso-
ciated with the class Figure using the field named fComponent.

• Method call to associated superclass by an overriding method:
The class DecoratorFigure calls the connectionInsets() method
of the class Figure for the field fComponent by a method that
overrides the same called method.

Factory Method (Abstract
Factory)

Concrete Product:
CH.ifa.draw.framework.Connector,

Concrete Creator:
CH.ifa.draw.standard.AbstractFigure

TP

Concrete Creator:
• Subclass: AbstractFigure implements Figure
• Returns a new instance of another class by an overriding method:

The method connectorAt() of the class AbstractFigure overrides
a method of the class Figure and returns a new instance of the
class Connector.

Concrete Product: CH.ifa.draw.framework.Locator
Concrete Creator:

CH.ifa.draw.contrib.PolygonFigure
FP

These classes satisfy the features used to identify the Factory
Method design pattern without meeting the goal of the pattern.
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